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The Beat Goes On!
Do you like our new look? Green and blue and fresh all over! Our newsletter got a
bit of a facelift, right along with a few other things this spring.

Meet Our Staff
Jen Taylor
Clinic
Patient Services
Representative

Loren Meyer
Facilities Manager

A new logo was introduced in April, and a new website in May. Family Health Care Clinic “went
live” with their own patient portal in June. Eight new nurses, four CNAs, two radiology technologists and a fifth lab technician joined our hospital family, as lab and radiology increased on-site
hours to improve access to care. Physical therapy added a full time therapist to their staff;
Family Health Care Clinic welcomed two patient services representatives and added two Medical Assistants, new positions to help the nursing staff and improve patient flow. We have two
new members in financial services, welcomed a new facilities manager and a new member of
the environmental services team. And patients...we continue to welcome new patients of all
ages to our healthcare circle. “Under the Microscope” with Larry talks more about these changes on page 2.
So yes, the beat goes on! In this issue you can learn of both new and expanded services. Read
about the preliminary plans for a Safety and Health Fair scheduled for September 19 at the JO
Sundstrom, and on that same day, we’ll host the 5th Annual Battle of the Buses to raise money
for our Pink Fund. On July 21 we will host our second annual free community swim, and by the
time you read this, we will have joined the Business Roundtable in sponsoring a joint “Front
Porch Friday” sponsoring a free “Movie on Main” in the Swensson Park band shell.
With all of the hustle and bustle, we remain grateful for our friends and supporters. It is, after
all, relationships that make “the beat go on”. Thank you for choosing Lindsborg Community
Hospital.
~Betty N.

Kalli Weibert
Hospital
Nursing

Michael Mace
Radiology

Reva Esh
Rehabilitation
Services

www.lindsborghospital.org

Get on board with “Stepping On!”
Stepping On is a workshop devel-

shop have a 31% reduced rate of falls.

oped to help older adults prevent falls. The workshop is for people who have fallen and
It is being offered by LCH with the
for people who fear falling. Participants will
first workshop scheduled to begin in July.
leave with more strength, better balance, and
Stepping On is a series of seven two hour work- experience a feeling of confidence and independence as a result of performing various exshops developed to help older adults prevent
ercises and sharing personal falls experiences as
falls. It will help participants identify why they
fall and different ways to prevent falls, including a group.
strength and balance exercises, home safety
Sarah Ross-Moberg, RN,
check suggestions and a medication review.
BSN and Julie Olson, COTA,
The program, developed by Dr. Lindy Clemson
of Sydney, Australia, will help older adults learn
ways to prevent falls. It was brought to the
United States by Dr. Jane Mahoney, Executive
Director of the Wisconsin Institute for Healthy
Aging, with funding from the Centers for Disease Control and other partners. The research
has found that people who complete the work-

are certified instructors for
Stepping On and are the
group leaders. For questions or to register, please
call the hospital and ask
for Sarah. There is no charge for the program,
and space is limited to ten participants. A second session will be offered in September.

Under the Microscope with the Administrator of LCH ….
Most people want to
see familiar faces
when seeking
healthcare, preferring somebody who
knows their history
and can provide consistent care. So
Larry Van Der Wege when reading Betty
Nelson’s column
“The Beat Goes On”, your first impression may have been “Holy cow, that’s a
lot of new faces!”
As with any employer, there is turnover;
times when an employee leaves the
organization and must be replaced. We
measure our turnover to assess and
learn from each situation in order to
keep it as low as possible.

Our system affiliation with Salina Regional Health Center has had an impact on
our turnover – both positive and negative. Prior to the affiliation, if a LCH
employee wanted to work at the Salina
hospital or clinics, they had to quit here
to be hired there, resulting in starting
over with years of service, benefits, etc.
Now, it is simply a departmental transfer. We hate to lose staff but we are
happy for individuals who are better able
to further their career in a larger or
different healthcare setting.
But the affiliation has positive hiring benefits, too. System employees in Salina

facilities can transfer to LCH without
starting over in benefits. We have gained
some now familiar faces from that process. The system affiliation has also improved our salaries, benefits and nurse
recruitment package to improve our
ability to be successful at finding new
staff. State-wide, hospitals are hurting
for nursing staff and we have been able
to fill our needs, while others cannot.

less waiting and reducing staff callbacks.

A new full-time physical therapist has
joined the rehab department to help
meet volume demands in a timelier
manner as well as to introduce new
services. Added housekeeping staff
better enables us to keep our facility
clean and infection free; additional
maintenance staff is always busy with
Still, turnover comes at a cost for any
improvement projects on our 24 year
business. We continue to assess ways to old facility. More billers are needed in
improve our organization to reduce the order that we can process insurance
turnover. We want you to see familiar
claims timely and accurately.
faces when you access care.
Finally, we are adding nursing staff in
We have also added staff positions,
the Family Health Care Clinic to try and
brought about by continued growth in
improve the efficiency of the visits there.
the clinic, an increased number of paAs healthcare has evolved, there are
tients in our hospital on a daily basis,
more and more tests, diagnoses, treatand the ongoing processes to improve
ments, referrals and medications that
what we do. Again, our system affiliathe family physician office has to mantion has enabled us to boldly grow, and age. The additional staff will help our
this is happening at a time when most
providers with that management.
hospitals our size are cutting back. BeAll in all, it is an exciting time at LCH
lieve me, we are still acting as good
where we are seeing growth in the numstewards but to improve service and
ber of patients who seek our care and in
maintain quality, the growth is needed.
turn are exploring ways to provide even
Examples of new positions include addi- greater services to the Smoky Valley.
tional nursing staff at night, when our
Bear with us as we get these new faces
nurses are covering both the emergency up and running and I’m sure you will
department and inpatients. New posidevelop the wonderful relationships
tions in lab and radiology enable us to
with them, as you have with the rest of
improve coverage in the early mornings us.
and later into the evenings, resulting in

Caring for the health of the Smoky Valley communities, even when you are at home.
Lindsborg Community Hospital’s

Outpatient Lab and Radiology
are here for you, for your convenience.

♥ Registered Nursing Services
♥ Personal Attendant Services
♥ Do not require the client to be ‘home-bound’
♥ Offering Care-Link and Med-Ready services

Because experience counts and continuity matters.
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Lab hours are 8-5 Monday-Friday and 8-10 on Saturdays
Radiology hours for walk-ins are Monday-Friday 8-8
and by appointment.

785-227-3308
Ask for Dietary
Also ask about our “Frozen Meals to Go”!

The Clinic Beat

by Karna Peterson, RD, MPH

hat do you get when you invite a dozen patients
into your clinic to get their honest, unbiased opinions on what they think about your operation? You get a lot
of great, useable information!

lab results, message back and forth securely with clinical and office staff, view
upcoming appointments and request
refills! You don’t have to wait for your
next appointment to get signed up. Call
Recently the Family Health
the clinic today, provide an email adCare Clinic hosted its first
dress, and you’ll receive an email invitaever focus group led by Kathy
tion message within 24 hours providing
Richardson. Some of the
the link to sign up.
comments were new to our
Karna Peterson
ears and some were not. We The FHCC staff would like to remind
asked and received suggesparents to get their sports / school physicals scheduled.
tions for what we do well and Avoid the August back- to -school rush, and call today. You
where we need to improve. We loved the feedback! If YOU can schedule a $35 cash sports physical only, or, a full wellhave comments or suggestions for FHCC, please don’t hesi- child examination that includes any needed immunizations
tate to let us know how we are doing. This is YOUR clinic
and tests that can be billed to insurance.
and we are here to serve you.
It’s hard to believe a whole year has gone by since I returned
Another first for the clinic is our patient portal. Beginning
to the Lindsborg Community Hospital as clinic manager. I
this month, FHCC patients have electronic access to the clin- couldn’t have made a better move! Thank you for choosing
ic through the portal. With the secure portal, patients can and trusting us to be your health care providers, now and
view an electronic clinical summary of the clinic visit, view
into the future.

Mark your calendars! The JO
Sundstrom Conference Center in
downtown Lindsborg will be the location for our first-ever safety and health
fair! The date is September 19, and the
5th Annual Battle of the Buses will also
take place that day in a new location—
on Lincoln Street, just outside the
Sundstrom.

There will be previews and education
tion and the hazards of flat screen teleon ImPACT concussion testing and safe visions and furniture to toddlers and
driver assessments for the aging and
young children.
physically impaired.
This is also the day to safely dispose of
Bethany College students will be on
documents. Peoples Bank and Trust
hand to provide an inter-active experi- has scheduled a paper shredding serence for anyone who does not under- vice to be on-site on the 19th.
stand the importance of a designated
There will be more! Stay tuned,
driver. Wearing ‘drunk goggles’, particifollow us on Facebook, and plan
Grant funding from the Smoky Valley pants will get behind the wheel of
to join us on the 19th of September.
Community Foundation and our own
Mario Kart Wii.
Lindsborg Health Care Foundation are
attle of the Buses is back for year
Guest speakers Larry and Kathy Lysell
making this venture possible.
5! Gather your team of no more
will address the audience about the
than 10 to pull a fire truck in a timed
Free of charge, there will be giveaways devastating affects a drunk driver has
race! Entry fee is $100 per team. The
and chances to win a child safety seat, on an entire family. The Lysells were
prizes aren’t all that great, but if you
smoke and carbon monoxide detectors instrumental in the signing of Mija’s
could pull a fire truck to help fund canbike helmets, and more.
Law, a law which, effective July 1,
cer screening tests or help a neighbor
makes all prior DUI convictions count
A ‘drug take back’ station, courtesy of
undergoing cancer treatment with a
as felonies in an offender's criminal
the McPherson County Sheriff Departcash grant, you’d do it, wouldn’t you?
history and spells out a method for
ment, will provide a chance to safely
Hundreds of people have participated
counting out of state convictions.
dispose of outdated prescription and
since 2011 to raise thousands for the
Basic lab tests and screening services
over-the-counter drugs, keeping the
Pink Fund. The Battle will begin at 1:00
will
also
be
available,
as
well
as
inforenvironment safe and insuring they
on the 19th. For more information
don’t fall into the wrong hands. A K-9 mation and demonstrations on medica- about the Pink Fund, please visit our
tion management devices, fall preven- website at lindsborghospital.org
dog will be on site, too!

B
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Provider Spotlight: Mary Ann Carlson, PA-C

Turning Challenges Into Solutions

Mary Ann Carlson, PA-C, brings nearly thirty years of experience to the table when she visits with a
client. With a warm greeting, her eyes convey the years of experience in her chosen field of mental health. Her voice is soft but firm, and you know she is the listener, not the talker.
Mary Ann is a member of the Medical Team at Veridian Behavioral Health in Salina. Veridian is an
affiliate of Salina Regional Health Center. A graduate of Wichita State University, later this year she
will obtain a Masters in Public Health from KU.
Since April 1, Mary Ann has been seeing clients in person and via a skype-like telemedicine service
from a private office at Lindsborg Community Hospital three days a week. Via a computer and web Mary Ann Carlson, PA-C
cam, she spends a day and a half with clients in Junction City, Clay Center and Marysville, resolving
transportation and travel issues for some, as well as helping underserved populations receive access to mental health
services.
Medication management, compliance and evaluation are her primary functions, and she sees clients from age 4 and up. Dr.
Larry McDonald and Dr. George Jerkovich provide professional oversight. Anxiety, depression, bi-polar disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, schizophrenia, and autism spectrum disorders are some of the many psychiatric diagnoses she
will see in the course of her daily work. Veridian’s goal in placing service in Lindsborg, with clients from surrounding communities— including Salina and McPherson—is to have easier access to psychiatric care. Mary Ann can be the local link to
help work a new client through the process of receiving mental health services.
“Having an underlying psychiatric diagnosis can impede and possibly delay improvement of existing medical conditions such
as diabetes, heart disease, obesity and a pain-depression cycle. And while psychiatric meds are very effective, there are potential side-affects, so with monitoring, the benefits may prove to outweigh the problems,” remarked Mary Ann. In a typical visit, she and the client will talk about symptoms which may be interfering with life, physical interferences and an overview of their personal living environment. She is also a resource for finding solutions for expensive medications.
Referrals for services may come from your regular medical provider. All appointments are scheduled through Veridian
Behavioral Health at 785-452-6113.

Spring Debut for New Logo
At the March meeting of the Board of
Directors, a new logo was unanimously
adopted after a months-long process
of working through choices, tweaks
and revisions by the administrative
team, medical staff, and department
managers.
“It is exciting to adopt a new logo that
better represents our management
relationship with Salina Regional
Health Center. But most importantly, I
feel it better reflects our mission as
partners with patients, SRHC and other hospitals, doctors, nursing facilities,
businesses, etc. in the continuum of
health care, yet still maintains the
wonderful elements and message from
John Whitfield’s sculpture. We are all
partners in providing for the continuity
of health, from cradle to grave, for
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those of us who call the Smoky Valley
home,” commented hospital administrator, Larry Van Der Wege.
The sculpture, created by artist John
Whitfield, will remain on the health
care campus.

looked to contemporize our existing
logo and become a part of the Salina
Regional family of affiliates, that we
hold onto the essence which has
helped to identify us for over twenty
years,” said Betty Nelson, Director of
Marketing and Development. The
Artist John Whitfield (1927-2011), is
logo is one of nine logos developed by
widely recognized as a generous parthe Tulsa, OK advertising and marketticipant in public art. A second Whiting agency representing Salina Refield creation, “The Spirit Tree” welgional. Each affiliate logo has maincomes patients and guests in the main
tained a unique and distinctive visual
entryway to the hospital. The sculpindependence, but still provides recogture became the branding tool for the
nition as
hospital when an ink illustration proa memvided by Whitfield became the logo,
ber of the
replacing the hospital’s first logo
SRHC
developed in the mid-eighties by Craig
affiliate
Boyers.
family.
~BN
“It was important to all of us, as we

Making a Difference: Tim’s Story
I watched as the therapist started at the
neck of the patient, with a very light
touch in a semi-circular motion. Her
hands from the neck to the axillae
(armpits) to the abdomen. The motion
continued to the groin and down the
legs and between the toes and then was
reversed—up the legs, groin, abdomen,
armpits and ending with the neck.

By Betty Nelson

the lymphatic system from surgery, radiation, burns, tattooing, traumatic injury,
obesity, and heart or circulatory disease.
Lymphedema may not develop immediately, but months or years later. The
etiology (cause) of Tim’s lymphedema is
unknown.

hardening the proteins in the lymphatic
fluid. MLD and compression therapy—
the use of fabric wraps and garments—
is a widely accepted treatment to manage the condition. After the MLD has
been completed, a wrap made of opencell foam is applied in a criss-cross, layered fashTim was familiar with MLD, but found
ion folThis is MLD or “manual lymphatic drain- the best success with a late winter series lowed by a
age” and Kelli Morrison, OTR, CLT gently of treatments with occupational thera- comprespist and certified lymphedema therapist,
rocks on her feet as she works, a techsion wrap.
Kelli Morrison. Tim reports varying renique which provides ergonomic support for the 45 minute manual massage sults over the past 13 years with seven Treatment
different therapists in various locations will never
performed to help reduce the size of
Tim Stewart’s massively swollen legs.
as his condition progressed. With a
be ‘one
broad understanding of his disease, he
and done’.
This technique has a very specific goal:
understands the danger of infection re- Success is
to move fluid up through the lymph
measured
nodes as filters and into an area where sulting from something as minor as a
hangnail.
Skin
care
is
extremely
imin centimethe lymphatic system is working normalportant for his feet and toes since the
ters. This
ly. It is then excreted through the kidfragility
of
the
skin
combined
with
the
day of observation was another day of
neys or absorbed by the body.
excess fluid, puts his lower extremities
success; after completing seven ninety
Since 2002, Tim Stewart has fought
at risk for ulcerations.
minutes sessions, a loss of 18 cm of aclymphedema—a condition in which the
cumulated measurements were recordlymph vessels are blocked, causing exTim talks of the extreme sensitivity of his
ed. Tim’s treatment goals are to maincess fluid to collect in tissue, resulting in feet, and how when the condition flares,
tain a desirable measurement and then
swelling. The accumulation of fluid
his size 10 shoes are replaced with size
be fitted with compression garments,
results in abnormal swelling of the arms 13 shoes. Heat and humidity result in
similar to those worn by a severely
or legs. It is a serious condition with no added stress to the lymphatic system.
burned patient.
cure, requiring daily management. It can
Many may think using diuretics—those
be very painful. Acquired lymphedema
MLD is covered by most insurances and
medications which flush the fluid from
develops as a result of an injury to the
requires a physician referral. Kelli can be
the body— would be the simple answer.
lymph system. Causes include trauma to
reached at 785-227-3308, ext. 145.
But diuretics are ineffective, actually

Specialty Clinics
Specialty providers see patients by appointment

Call 785-227-3308
for additional information

Cardiology
Karil Bellah, MD
General Surgery
Dwane Beckenhauer, MD
Jacob Breeding, MD
Orthopaedic
David Peterson, MD

Jake
Breeding, MD

Dwane
Beckenhauer, MD

Surgeons traveling so you don’t have to!

Podiatry
Trent Timson, DPM
Anesthesia
Frank Reese, CRNA

Radiology
United Radiology
Group of Salina
Digital Mammography &
Bone Density
Stephanie Fowler
Alicia Steiner
Nuclear Medicine
Dale Livengood, CNMT
Behavioral Health
Mary Ann Carlson, PA-C
785-452-6113
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It’s all about ACCESS: Clinic introduces patient portal
On June 1, the Family Health Care Clin- doctor and sometimes may save a trip
ic patient portal went “live”. The por- to the doctor’s office.
tal will allow you to access your mediThe hospital and clinic portals are sepcal information via a computer.
arate but have similar features. Both
With the addition of the clinic portal,
require registration, and you will have
patients now have three ways to view separate log-ins and passwords for
personal health information from a
each portal. Both are conveniently
secure online website. But what is a
located on the front page of our webportal?
site at www.lindsborghospital.org

The hospital portal also provides information for services received at Salina
Regional.

Both portals will require your email
address. Once you have provided the
clinic with your personal email address, you will receive an email invitation and a link to register. The hospital
portal, available for slightly more than
a year, will require your medical recPortals are a tool you can use to be
A hospital portal with a mobile app for
ord number. If you have a medical recmore actively involved in your own
smart phones utilizes your Electronic
ord number from LCH, simply go to the
health care. Accessing your family
Health Record (EHR)—providing conhospital website and follow the inmembers’ health information can help venient 24-hour access from anywhere
structions provided . If you need assisyou take care of them more easily. The with an Internet connection. Infortance, call us at 785-227-3308 and ask
portals offer self-service options that
mation for downloading the free app
for Health Information Management.
can eliminate phone tag with your
is also on our website.

Keeping Healthcare Local: Our menu of services
24-7 Emergency Department • Weekend Urgent Care • Family Medicine Clinic • Acute & Skilled
Care • Free Wellness Center • Diagnostic Laboratory Services • Digital Mammography • DEXA Bone
Density • Home Health Care • Diagnostic X-Ray • CT • Ultrasound • Bariatric Care • Wound Care •
Outpatient Treatments • Surgical Procedures, including: gallbladder, hernia repair, colonoscopy,
carpal tunnel, EGD, trigger finger, knee & shoulder scopes, tonsillectomy/adenoidectomy • Nuclear
Medicine • Meals on Wheels & Frozen Meals to Go • Electronic Medication Management • Care Link
Service • Cardiac Rehabilitation • Physical Therapy • Occupational Therapy • Speech Therapy •
ImPACT testing • Childhood Immunizations • DOT Physicals • Stepping On-Fall Reduction Classes •

Diabetic Education Classes • Behavioral Health Services • Pink Fund Grants: After the Diagnosis

Jodie Miller, Director of Radiology Services has put
into place new and expanded on-site radiology access.
“Our radiology department is now able to accommodate late afternoon and early evening radiology
services. While appointments aren’t necessary, please call and ask if the test ordered for you
is available from 4-8 pm Mondays-Friday,” states
Jodie. The change came about with the addition of
a fourth technologist and a plan to reduce ‘callback’ cost and inconvenience.
Most routine x-rays and CTs can be performed during the expanded hours, but some tests, such as
6 sonograms and very specific CT exams, cannot.

Two months ago, we were nearing a nursing crisis. Nurse recruitment is tough—very tough—across the nation. But with persistence and a conviction that if potential new nurses could hear
from our own nurses what working at LCH is all about, we would
succeed. We are “over the moon!” excited to have all positions
filled with a wonderful combination of new graduates and those
with savvy experience.
We are grateful to Carl Isaacson, Professor of Communications
and Department Chair at Bethany College; working with Bethany
College senior, marketing intern Alex Tagaev, a nurse recruitment
video was developed and used in promotion in tandem with traditional hiring methods.
You can view the video on our Facebook or Google+ pages, or by
searching “Lindsborg Community Hospital” on YouTube.

A view from 6,855 miles
Editor’s Note: Alex Tagaev was an
International Exchange Student at
Bethany College for the 2015 academic year, majoring in marketing.
We hosted Alex in our marketing
department for the spring semester
and asked that he contribute an
article describing the differences in
our countries’ healthcare systems.
Alex’s home is Tashkent, located
6,855 miles east of Lindsborg, Kansas.

contributed by Aleksandr Tagaev
has to collect their complete (since birth) medical record
from the registrar, with a ticket for my proposed visit. The
appointment time serves best as proof that I have been to
the registrar. Clinics and hospitals are usually quite big, so
locating the specific room can be a problem, followed by a
long wait. The longest waits are for the “narrow specialty
doctors” (EENT, general surgeon, etc). Each doctor has just
one exam room, which I find nice, since you can have the
complete attention of your doctor.

Private medical institutions are also available and provide a
variety of paid services. I may choose to go to a private
I was born and raised in Uzbekistan, which was a part of
clinic for a blood test and pay for it. A private clinic will
the former Soviet Union. Coming to the US as an exchange
give all the test information to you, without any interpretastudent was a whole new world for me. I realize that there
tion. Or, I can go to my assigned clinic during a scheduled
are many things which we do differently, and I believe this
appointment and receive the ordered test for free, then
diversity is the beauty of the world. When I first came to
return to see the doctor, who will provide my test results
the hospital, it took me about twenty minutes to recognize
and what they mean to me, as a patient. This process usuhow different healthcare in America is in comparison with
ally takes no longer than 2 days, first day of which would
other parts of the world.
be your first visit to a doctor.
Becoming a marketing intern at Lindsborg Community Hospital let me develop and grow professionally, and to learn Another big difference I witnessed is that American medinew things that I would never think of before. One assign- cal institutions are structured like businesses selling their
services. There are all the departments you can find in any
ment required me to look through physician locater and
ranking websites. I had never heard of these before! I was business – finance, marketing, HR-- all of whom report to
too young to think about rating a doctor when I first went the CEO, who reports to a board. My first impression was
both surprising and perhaps even cynical. But that was just
to my assigned doctor at home. Why would you rate a
my first expression. Hospitals and clinics compete for padoctor you have had no role in choosing? I cannot switch
to another doctor just because I want to. All doctor assign- tients just like businesses compete for clients. My internship supervisor Betty Nelson was a huge help for me to get
ments are usually done and regulated by the Healthcare
Ministry, making me care less about the things that I can- acquainted with the way healthcare works.
not change.
I have realized that clinics and hospitals in my country are
I believed health insurance would be a good thing to have, managed in a similar way, but the titles of departments
especially if it pays all of your medical bills, until I came to and officers are different and more medically inclined. A
understand the cost. At home I had to get health insurance hospital CEO is a “Main Doctor”, which means a person
only twice – when I was going abroad to study and when I having a medical background but performing mostly managerial functions, rather than dealing with regular patients.
was applying for visa for a vacation travel. Otherwise, I
It is likely I will not ever know where the financial departrarely pay for anything related to my healthcare. Healthment is located in my home clinic, because it is very unlikecare in the majority of the countries in Eurasia is owned
ly I will ever have to deal with it. Bills are paid at a “ticket
and funded by the government. It means that you don’t
window” created specifically for collecting money for paid
have to pay for anything, until things get serious and you
have to be hospitalized. In that case you will have to cover services. And there is no way a hospital would have a marall the expenses for surgery, medications, lab tests and CT keting department or any other operating unit whose main
goal is to promote its services.
or X-ray scans and hospital stay. Those things are not as
expensive as they are in America, but it can have a significant impact on your budget. So the benefits of the stateowned healthcare are obvious as long as you stay healthy
and do not have serious issues. Otherwise, healthcare is
free.
Going to a doctor at home can be an adventure. First, one

My experience in the Lindsborg Community Hospital was
eye-opening for me. It helped me to better understand the
differences in American and foreign lifestyle and learn
much more about the US and the way things function.
One of the biggest lessons that I had so far is that words
“different” and “better” are not always synonymous.
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605 W. Lincoln Lindsborg, KS 67456

Boards of Directors
Lindsborg Community Hospital
Chuck Oleen, President
Ryan Biegert
Tom Buffington
Mary Ann Carlson
Benjamin Dolezal
Robyn Johnson
Judy Neuschafer
Denise Peterson
Mike Rose

Lindsborg Community Health Care
Foundation
Andy Carlson, President
Sharon Bruce
Sue Dahlsten
Karl Esping
Duane Fredrickson
Ervalene Johnson
Sharon Palmquist
Jeanette Shogren
Ione Toll

Family Medicine • DOT Physicals • Acute & Chronic Health Management • Childhood Immunizations

Same day appointments often available 785-227-3371

Meet our medical providers! From left to right: Jody Bieker, MD;
Kelsey Swisher, PA-C; Benjamin Dolezal, MD; Andrea Eden, DO;
Miranda Brown, APRN-C.

